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Abstract—This work presents Chat-IBN-RASA, a conversa-
tional AI chatbot based on the open-source RASA framework,
acting as an Intent Translator component for Intent-Based
Networking (IBN) architectures. The IBN-driven RASA chatbot
allows users to interact with the network management system
using high-level language communication without the need for in-
depth technical knowledge of the network. The chatbot is trained
using Natural Language Understanding (NLU) models, a defined
domain, stories, and custom actions for API communication and
database queries. We present the prototype implementation in
a use case of survivability intents in packet-optical networks.
The custom actions featured include communication with the
network database, path computation, and the recommended path
for intent deployment, considering availability, protection type,
data rate, and link distances.

Index Terms—Intent-based Networking, IBN, chatbot, NLU

I. INTRODUCTION

The management of computer networks is becoming in-
creasingly complex with the emergence of new technologies
such as Industry 4.0, IoT, edge/fog computing, and 5G net-
works. One promising solution for addressing this issue is the
adoption of Intent-Based Networking (IBN) approaches that
rely on an abstraction layer over the network infrastructure.
This approach allows users to use a high-level language to
express their network intents, which an autonomic framework
can then translate into network configuration [1]. Additionally,
this framework can also take closed-loop remediation actions
in the event that these intents are not met. One key piece to
deliver the envisioned degrees of abstraction in IBN archi-
tectures is a suitable translation component to convert natural
language into lower-level configurations and commands.

As we look for more natural ways to incorporate automation
into our daily routines, conversational systems are becoming
increasingly common for human-computer interaction. Recent
popular examples of conversational AI include specific ones
like Siri from Apple and Alexa from Amazon, as well as more
general AI language models such as ChatGPT from OpenAI,
which have gained considerable attention in recent times.

In this work, we present Chat-IBN-RASA as a platform
for building conversational AI chatbots to develop intent
translation components for IBN architectures. With the open-
source RASA framework, it is possible to create chatbots

utilizing AI and enable self-training with minimal data, which
streamlines the system. RASA gives users the flexibility to
tailor the chatbot to their specific needs [2]. The proposed
intent translation component allows users without an in-depth
technical knowledge of the network to efficiently manage the
network through high-level language communication.

The paper is organized as follows: (II) presents background
and related work, including the main features of IBN and
the RASA framework, along with related research efforts;
(III) describes the proposed Intent Translator architecture; (IV)
addresses the prototype implementation; (V) shows the proof-
of-concept (PoC) use case; (VI) presents the points that still
need to be addressed and explored; and (VII) presents the
conclusion of this work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Intent-based Networking (IBN)

Definitions for IBN can be found in several works,
whereas [1] describes IBN as a novel networking paradigm
that automates the process of network configuration. Users can
describe their functional goals using a high-level API or lan-
guage, and the intent system adapts the network configuration
to deliver these goals.

The IBN approach specifies management or design changes,
describing the new intended end state of the network (what the
network should be like) rather than prescribing the sequence
of modifications to bring the network, via the definition of
specific commands and protocols, to that final state (how to
achieve network changes). The IBN tends to be robust in
scale since the intent is perennial, i.e., stable over time, even
when the low-level state of the network elements changes
rapidly. One of the principles of an IBN is to offer autonomous
behavior between monitoring processes (network measure-
ments), analysis, and control of the network, ensuring that
the operator’s intentions are satisfied.

Towards the realization of IBN, it is also observed, as
an enabler element, the application of techniques of artifi-
cial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML). Advances
in ML/AI are at the forefront of designing and operating
communication networks of any nature [3]. It is possible to
envision the evolution of SDN networks with the adoption of
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AI/ML to generate knowledge, especially to: (i) assist in the
decisions of human operators or (ii) automate decision and
control processes according to the intent that describes the
expected behavior of the network.

Finishing the contextualization of IBN, multiple standard-
ization groups discuss key concepts and principles of IBN, and
the consequent impact on technical specifications is expected.
Recently, the IETF NMRG (Internet Engineering Task Force
Network Management Research Group) published an RFC
9315 [4] that presents the concept of Intent and Intent-based
Management, the distinction between intent and policy, and the
functionalities of IBN. The TM Forum Autonomous Network
Project was also designed as an intent-focused group, present-
ing the definition and properties of intent and a framework
focused on the scope of intent.

B. RASA Framework

The RASA framework is an open-source platform for build-
ing conversational AI chatbots. It utilizes artificial intelligence
and machine learning to enable self-training with minimal
data, making it a simple and flexible option for creating
chatbots. The framework’s architecture allows for integration
with multiple data sources, allowing users to tailor the chatbot
to their specific needs [5].

The design of RASA is modular, allowing easy integration
with other systems. The RASA stack has two main compo-
nents: Core and NLU. RASA Core can function as a dialogue
manager in partnership with NLU services aside from RASA
NLU. Although the code is written in Python, both services
offer HTTP APIs, making them accessible to projects utilizing
other programming languages. The dialogue state is kept in a
tracker object, with one tracker per conversation session. The
tracker is the only component that holds the state. It saves
slots and the history of events in a conversation. The state of
a conversation can be reconstructed by replaying all events [6].

The RASA Core system predicts the next step in conver-
sation at each iteration by choosing from a pre-defined list
of actions. These actions can be simple messages sent to the
user or custom functions executed to respond to the user’s
intent. Custom actions can be defined in the actions.py file
in the actions folder, allowing for personalized responses to
user intent. The response can come from the domain.yml file
where an action is defined, or it can be created through custom
actions by returning an action name from a function. The
returned action name is then treated as the action to take. The
function that returns the action name is called whenever the
action is referenced in the system [7].

The NLU component of RASA contains intents that are
classified by name and associated with specific sentence pat-
terns. During the training process, these intents are represented
numerically, and the sentence patterns are converted into
vectors using the fastText3 tool. RASA considers the last five
previous states (as determined by the max_history param-
eter). It converts input data into binary vectors of combined
intents, entities, slots, and actions. The following action is
represented as a one-hot vector based on the total number of

actions. This information is then passed to the LSTM model
for training to predict future actions [8].

RASA is one of the main available platforms for build-
ing machine learning-based chatbots, such as Microsoft Bot
Framework, Google DialogFlow, among others. We chose
RASA for several reasons: it is an open-source NLP tool,
self-hosted with local run capability, and offers adaptability
and data control. RASA’s custom actions with exposed APIs
enable human and automation interactions with the chatbot
and IBN system, simplifying the process for both.

C. Related Work

Several works provide a holistic view of the IBN approach,
including [1], [6], [9], [10], [16]. Next, we focus on relevant
related work with a focus on intent translation.

In [11], the authors present an intent system with new
intent primitives designed to integrate human processes into
future networks and reduce the complexity of network intent
expression. The system has a conversational intent expression
interface using AI and NLP tools. The input is processed using
Dialogflow, an NLP service from Google that can interact with
various online services. The system automatically translates
user intents into network configurations. The authors argue that
the new intent primitives and a reduced cognitive load for non-
technical users will increase efficiency and reduce ambiguity
in user input.

The work in [12] introduces an intent-refinement process
for translating network configurations from natural language
utterances using machine learning and operator feedback. The
process consists of three stages: using a DialogFlow chatbot
to extract main actions and targets from the user’s intent and a
neural sequence-to-sequence model to translate the extracted
entities into a structured network definition program in Nile.
Their key contributions include a novel intent-refinement pro-
cess, Nile as a comprehensive intent definition language that
acts as an abstraction layer, and improved translation accuracy
through operator feedback.

In [13], the authors propose an IBN System that uses voice
assistance for network management and visual representa-
tion for real-time network topology and intents. The system
is based on Software-Defined Networking (SDN) concepts
and was developed using the Python programming language,
Django framework, Nginx, and MariaDB. Amazon Echo Dot
was used to input voice commands which were then processed
by the Speech Recognition system and Intent Engine to
convert intents into network configurations and pushed to the
infrastructure using the OpenFlow protocol.

Unlike works [11] and [12], we adopt RASA as the
main tool of our solution, thus benefiting from a self-hosted
open-source code base with adaptability and data control.
Furthermore, unlike [13], our approach offers easy chatbot
management, tool integration, and a significant advantage in
custom actions that expose an API for both human interactions
through the chatbot and interactions from other components of
the IBN system, simplifying the process for both human and
automation components of the network.
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Fig. 1. IBN architecture with a focus on the Intent Translate component.

III. CHAT-IBN-RASA INTENT TRANSLATOR
ARCHITECTURE

The IBN architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1 and comprises
three layers: Network, Intent, and Business Layers. The Intent
Layer oversees all processes related to the installation, man-
agement, and monitoring of the network to meet user intent.

The Intent Translator service, located at the top of the
solution, interacts with the user to gather desired intent char-
acteristics via natural language communication facilitated by
a chatbot utilizing conversational AI technology from RASA.

Once all features have been collected, the Path Com-
putation Element (PCE) interacts with a Network Digital
Twin (NDT) [14] to selects all feasible lightpaths between the
source and destination. The candidate connections are passed
on to the Intent Translator, which then directs them to the
Network Failure Management (NFM) module. This module
records all network failures and adjusts network elements’
failure and repair rates (e.g., fibers, reconfigurable add-drop
multiplexers, transponders) based on previous history. The
Intent Translator determines the best solution based on the
NFM information and then sends a response to the client
for approval. Upon confirmation, the Intent Engine commu-
nicates the necessary settings to the Controller to execute
the corresponding commands on the physical devices. The
client/operator is notified of the intent installation result. If
successful, the Intent Assurance Engine (IAE) is configured
to continuously monitor intent validity and fulfillment using
the streaming telemetry data from network elements.

IV. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

The Intent Translator acts as an interface between the
client/operator and the IBN system, being responsible for
abstracting the communication from a high to a low level and
structuring the information so the Intent Engine can handle
the requested system intents.

As argued before, our implementation choice for the Intent
Translator is to leverage the open-source RASA framework
that supplies the building blocks for creating virtual assistants.
More than the intent translation aspects, this component fo-
cuses on the communication aspects with the user through
a virtual assistant, delivering an experience in which the
customer can feel that the IBN system not only reproduces
the intended intention but also suggests improvements and
interacts with the user.

To this end, we developed a chatbot around a service form
in which the user chooses which intention he/she would like to
execute on the network. The chatbot asks for the user to inform
the needed details to provide the intention and interacts with
the user, and the IBN system throws APIs to access database
and network information to give intent configuration options.
Next, the user provides all the necessary information, RASA
structures all the information, and sends a JSON-formatted
descriptor to the Intent Engine with everything needed for
resource provisioning and intent execution.

The following main implementation guides were adopted:
Natural Language Understanding. The NLU model trans-
forms user messages into structured data. To this end, we
provided training examples that show how RASA should
understand user messages and then trained a model showing
several examples and building a natural language model for
the context of IBN requirements.
Domain definition. This aspect is related to the Domain
specification in RASA to create the chatbot response texts. The
Domain defines the universe in which the assistant operates,
specifying the intents, entities, slots, responses, forms, and
actions the bot should know. It also defines a configuration
for chat sessions through the domain.yml file in the RASA
structure. These configurations allow the chatbot to react to
the user input with actions, responses, or both.
Story Training. With all the chatbot elements defined, it
is necessary to create Stories – data type used to train the
assistant’s dialog management model. Stories can be used to
train models capable of generalizing conversational paths. In
this implementation, we create more than 30 stories variations
of the same workflow in the stories.yml to initialize the
learning model. When the RASA learning model is active,
it is able to complement the stories.yml file according to the
development of the training.
Custom Actions. The last main implementation guide refers
to the steps a chatbot can take, such as making an external API
call, querying a database, and other actions via Python code.
To create custom actions, it is necessary to edit the actions.py
file that is present in the RASA code base. We implemented
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Fig. 2. Use case information workflow.

a set of relevant custom actions in our solution delivering a
valuable contribution to the IBN field and RASA community.1

The initial custom actions that were developed were
site_org and site_dst, which initiate an API commu-
nication with the network database to retrieve the names of
cities where network links can be established. Another custom
action, get_paths, collects the user-specified information,
communicates with the Path Computation Element (PCE) to
obtain a list of potential paths between two locations, and then
forwards the list of paths to the Network Failure Manage-
ment (NFM) component for assessment of path availability.
Based on the availability information, the action generates
a list of the best paths, prioritizing paths with the highest
availability and lowest computational resources. The output
of the action is the recommendation of the optimal path (con-
sidering both availability and computational resources) to
the user. If the user desires to view all path options, the
others_paths custom action can be activated to display
all paths that meet the specified availability criteria. Once
all necessary information has been gathered for the intent
deployment, the send_intent_engine custom action is
triggered. This action assembles the required data for the intent
deployment in the IBN system and communicates with the
Intent Engine component to carry out the intent installation.

V. USE CASE SCENARIO

We now focus on a Proof of Concept (PoC) use case of
our IBN architecture to illustrate candidate usage workflows.
The selected scenario presents a situation in which the client
intends to connect two sites through a link in which he/she
specifies the general parameters of the connection. Figure 2
presents the information workflow of the use case. Additional
details are presented in [15].

The Intent Translator service communicates with users via
natural language to collect the required intent characteristics

1The open-source release of our code contributions is pending approval by
Padtec S/A, our industrial funding partner

Fig. 3. Conversation example between the user and the chatbot.

through a UI interface chatbot utilizing conversational AI
based on the RASA framework. Figure 3 presents a conversa-
tion example between the user and the chatbot.

The process of establishing a connection between two sites
in the system involves several steps. Firstly, the user initiates
the conversation and selects the intent Connect Sites. The
Intent Translator queries the connectivity database to identify
the locations of the available sites that can be connected. The
user then selects the desired source and destination locations
for the connection. Subsequently, additional parameters such
as the data rate and link availability are requested from the
user.
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The Intent Translator then communicates with the Path
Computation Element (PCE), passing on the information about
the source site, destination site, and the desired data rate of
the connection. The PCE performs a calculation and returns
a list of feasible paths that meet the specified parameters to
the Intent Translator. This information, along with the user-
selected availability, is then passed on to the Network Failure
Management (NFM) module. The NFM module evaluates
the available paths, selecting those that fulfill the requested
availability while minimizing the risk of failure.

The Intent Translator classifies the available paths based on
various parameters, such as availability, protection type, data
rate, and distance of the link, and presents the information
to the user in a list format. The user can either accept the
suggested path or request to see additional options. Upon
confirmation from the user, the Intent Translator forwards the
necessary information to the Intent Engine, which configures
the controller to execute the required commands on the phys-
ical devices. The Intent Engine notifies the Intent Translator
once the configuration is complete and informs the user of the
successful completion of the intent installation.

VI. FUTURE WORK

The Intent Translator component has the potential for further
improvements by exploring advanced NLP techniques such as
sentiment analysis and entity recognition, which can enhance
the natural language processing capabilities of the system. This
will result in a better understanding of user requests and more
relevant suggestions.

The integration of additional network performance data and
other relevant metrics can improve the decision-making for
suggesting paths between two sites.

Incorporating additional channels for user interaction, such
as voice-based interaction, and using maps to visualize the
network paths are UI/UX improvements for the chatbot that
would make it more user-friendly.

At present we are working out software architecture design
options to integrate the Chat-IBN-RASA component with a
commercial network management system for packet-optical
networks.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This work focuses on developing the Intent Translator
component for Intent-Based Networking (IBN) architectures
using the open-source RASA platform. The Intent Translator
allows users to interact with the IBN system in a more natural,
high-level language with the help of a virtual assistant created
using RASA. The system is based on four main implemen-
tation guides: NLU model, Domain, Stories, and Actions.
The custom actions developed during this work enable the
chatbot to communicate with the network database, assess
path availability, and recommend the optimal path for the user.
This work demonstrates the benefits of using conversational AI
chatbots in network management and provides a flexible, open-
source solution for users who want to manage their networks
through high-level language communication.
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